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Abstract

I develop and defend the view that subjects are necessarily psychologically able to revise their beliefs in response to relevant counter-evidence. Specifically, subjects can revise their beliefs in response to relevant counter-evidence, given their current psychological mechanisms and skills. If a subject lacks this ability, then the mental state in question is not a belief, though it may be some other kind of cognitive attitude, such as a supposition, an entertained thought, or a pretense. The result is a moderately revisionary view of belief: while most mental states we thought were beliefs are beliefs, some mental states which we thought were beliefs are not beliefs. The argument for this view draws on two key claims: First, subjects are rationally obligated to revise their beliefs in response to relevant counter-evidence. Second, if some subject is rationally obligated to revise one of her mental states, then that subject can revise that mental state, given her current psychological mechanisms and skills. Along the way to defending these claims, I argue that rational obligations can govern activities which reflect on one's rational character, whether or not those activities are under one's voluntary control. I also show how the relevant version of epistemic ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ survives an objection which plagues other variants of the principle.
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If you believe there’s coffee made but then, walking into the kitchen, see that the coffee pot is empty, you will stop believing there’s coffee made and will start believing there’s no coffee made. If you believed the U.K. would not vote to leave the European Union but then read the news the day after the vote, you stopped believing the U.K. would not vote to leave the E.U. and started believing the U.K. would—and indeed, did—vote to exit the E.U. If you believe Missoula is the capital of Montana but then your native Montanan friend tells you that Helena is her home state’s capital, you will stop believing Missoula is Montana’s capital and will start believing Helena is that state’s capital.

These prosaic cases suggest the following straightforward connection between belief and evidence: Subjects form and revise their beliefs in accordance with the
evidence. Or, if subjects do not invariably regulate their beliefs in response to the evidence, they are strongly so inclined. The descriptive claim that subjects are strongly inclined to regulate their beliefs in accordance with the evidence is different than the normative claim that subjects ought to regulate their beliefs in this way. The descriptive claim says that if a subject is not strongly inclined to regulate a certain mental state in this way, then that mental state is not a belief, though it may be some other kind of cognitive attitude, such as an entertained thought, a pretense, or a non-doxtastic delusion. The descriptive claim is widely accepted among theorists of belief, though it is not without detractors.1

The view that subjects are strongly inclined to regulate their beliefs in accordance with the evidence stands in tension with certain empirical results. For instance, the view stands in tension with empirical evidence that subjects by default believe whatever propositions they entertain, regardless of whether those propositions are well-supported (Mandelbaum 2014). The view also stands in tension with the result that subjects are inclined to retain their existing beliefs, even when those subjects have counter-evidence for those beliefs (Nickerson 1998). The worry looms that if subjects are necessarily strongly inclined to regulate their beliefs in accordance with the evidence, then very few mental states will count as beliefs.

In this paper, I argue for a different connection between belief and evidence, one which obtains whether or not subjects are necessarily strongly inclined to regulate their beliefs in response to the evidence. The connection is this: subjects necessarily have a certain robust psychological ability to revise their beliefs in response to relevant counter-evidence. Specifically, subjects are able, given their current psychological mechanisms and skills, to revise their beliefs in accordance with the evidence. If a subject cannot revise a mental state in this way, then the mental state in question is not a belief, though it may be some other kind of cognitive attitude, such as a supposition, an entertained thought, or a pretense. I dub the view that beliefs are subject to this constraint the revisability view of belief (or the revisability view, for short). Since ability and inclination can go together but can also come apart, the revisability view is consistent with but does not entail the view that subjects are necessarily strongly inclined to regulate their beliefs in response to the evidence.

Note that the revisability view concerns only how subjects revise existing beliefs, not how subjects form beliefs. Thus, the view is compatible with empirical evidence that subjects form beliefs by default believing propositions they entertain, whether or not those propositions are well-supported (Mandelbaum 2014). The view is also compatible with the result that subjects are sometimes at most weakly inclined to revise their beliefs in response to relevant counter-evidence. The view requires only that subjects be able to revise their beliefs, not that they be strongly inclined to do so.

The fact that the revisability view can accommodate irrational beliefs shows merely that the view crosses a hurdle which any view of belief must ascend. It does not suggest a positive reason to accept the view. The centerpiece of the paper is such an argument, which I dub the argument from the norm of revision. This argument moves from the claim that subjects are rationally obligated to revise their
beliefs in response to relevant counter-evidence to the conclusion that subjects have a psychological ability to revise their beliefs in response to such evidence. The key to this transition is a certain epistemic version of the principle ‘ought’ implies ‘can.’ Painted in broad strokes, the argument is as follows:

(1) Necessarily, if some subject believes $p$ and has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that $not-p$, then that subject has a prima facie obligation of rationality to revise that belief.

(2) Necessarily, if some subject has a prima facie obligation to revise one of her mental states, then that subject has a certain robust psychological ability to revise that mental state.

(3) Necessarily, if some subject believes $p$ and has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that $not-p$, then that subject has a certain robust psychological ability to revise that belief.

Two points about the argument are worth highlighting at the outset: First, the argument’s conclusion alone tells us nothing about how ubiquitous beliefs are within human psychology. If it should turn out that humans can revise very few or even none of their mental states in the way relevant way, the conclusion would entail that humans have very few or no beliefs.

I take the desideratum that humans have many beliefs to be fundamental to our theorizing about belief. That is, I think we should reject any view which entails that humans have few or no beliefs. As it turns out, the revisability view does not threaten this desideratum. For, as I have already suggested, there is empirical evidence that humans can revise a wide range of their mental states in the relevant way, even if humans seldom do revise their beliefs in this way (I say more about this in §2.1).

Second, notice that the argument’s conclusion is consistent with the possibility that subjects might have beliefs for which there is no actual or even possible counter-evidence. Subjects count as trivially capable of revising such states, if any, in virtue of never failing to revise those states in response to relevant counter-evidence. So, the view permits such mental states into the class of belief (I elaborate on this aspect of the view in §1).

Here is the plan for the paper: I first more fully characterize the revisability view and draw out some of its consequences (§1). I next develop and defend the main argument for the revisability view, paying special attention to the worry that if subjects cannot voluntarily regulate their beliefs, then we should reject: the norm of revision, ‘ought’ implies ‘can’, or the conjunction of these claims (§2). I then defend the revisability view against the following objection: the view excludes all unrevisable mental states from the class of belief, even when subjects sincerely endorse those mental states, rely on them in action, and exploit them in a wide range of inferences. Such mental states are intuitively beliefs, and therefore, the revisability view is too strong. I argue that, on balance, we should welcome the result that such mental states are not beliefs (§3). I close with a brief summary (§4).
Before proceeding to the first section, a methodological point may be useful. The proposed account of belief is not intended as a theory of how reasoners in fact use the concept of belief. Rather, the view attempts to capture what is at the core of the concept of belief, i.e., which platitudes about belief are indispensable. I find that the platitude that beliefs are governed by certain norms of rationality survives scrutiny. I find that certain other platitudes about belief—such as the platitude that mental states which are inferentially promiscuous are necessarily beliefs—wither under scrutiny. The outcome is a moderately revisionary approach to belief: while many states we thought were beliefs are beliefs, at least some mental states we thought were beliefs are not beliefs.

Finally, it may be worth saying something about the import of the paper’s thesis for issues outside of epistemology. Most saliently, the present thesis has the potential to reconfigure a spate of recent disputes concerning the nature of certain puzzling mental states, such as clinical delusions, disavowed prejudices, and religious convictions. In debates about the nature of these mental states, the question invariably arises whether the state in question is a belief or something else, such as a pretense. Often, those who argue that such states are not beliefs point to the (putative) fact that subjects are not strongly inclined to regulate such states in response to the evidence, whereas—it is claimed—subjects are inclined to regulate their beliefs in this way.

If, as I have suggested, there are reasons to doubt the claim that subjects are strongly inclined to regulate their beliefs in response to the evidence, then there are reasons to doubt whether subjects’ inclination to regulate (say) their disavowed prejudices is relevant to the question of whether those prejudices are beliefs. At the same time, the revisability view suggests a different connection between belief and evidence, one which might help recast such disputes. Instead of asking whether subjects are inclined to regulate (say) their disavowed prejudices in accordance with the evidence, we should ask whether subjects have the relevant psychological ability to revise their prejudices in accordance with the evidence. If subjects lack this ability, then their prejudices are not beliefs. If subjects have this ability, then it remains a possibility that such prejudices are beliefs. The same points apply to clinical delusions and religious convictions, respectively.

1 The Revisability View of Belief

In this section, I elaborate on the revisability view and draw out some of its consequences. Here is the view in full:

THE REVISABILITY VIEW OF BELIEF
Necessarily, if some subject’s mental state that \( p \) is a belief and if that subject has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that \( \neg p \), then that subject is able to revise that mental state, given her current psychological mechanisms and skills.

On this view, subjects can revise their beliefs, given the psychological mechanisms and skills they already possess. So, it is not enough for some subject’s mental state to count as a belief that that subject could revise that mental state, were she to
acquire new psychological mechanisms or skills. This subject’s current repertoire of psychological mechanisms must enable her to revise that state.

For some subject to count as revising one of her mental states in response to counter-evidence, she must reduce the strength of that mental state, suspend that mental state, or eliminate that mental state altogether. While this revision must be something the subject does, it need not be under her voluntary control. Rather, belief revision might be like many other activities which we do but which aren’t under our voluntary control. These include recognizing our loved ones by their voices, falling asleep, and visually distinguishing between green and blue.

Importantly, the claim that a given subject can revise any of her beliefs does not entail that that subject can simultaneously revise all of her beliefs. This restriction is consonant with how we think of other abilities: the fact that Janelle can swim a mile and can also play the *Rhapsody in Blue* clarinet solo does not entail that Janelle can swim a mile while playing the *Rhapsody* solo.

It is worth stressing that the revisability view is not a full account of belief. Rather, the view posits only a necessary condition on belief, which means that the view is consistent with several other proposed necessary conditions on belief. For instance, the revisability view is consistent with the claim that subjects are necessarily disposed to act in accordance with their beliefs (Schwitzgebel 2001, 2002, 2010). The view is also consistent with the claim that beliefs are necessarily inferentially promiscuous, or available as a premise across a wide range of inferences (Glüer & Wikforss 2013b, Mandelbaum 2014, Stich 1978, 507). At the same time, the view is at odds with the suggestion that behavioral dispositions or inferential promiscuity are sufficient for belief. (I defend this implication of the view in §3).

One natural question about the revisability view is what the view says about cases in which a subject lacks counter-evidence for what she believes. There are two ways this might happen, and the view treats them differently. First, some subject might, for merely contingent reasons, lack counter-evidence for one of her views. For instance, the subject who incorrectly represents that Missoula is the capital of Montana might, merely by happenstance, never encounter evidence to the contrary. On the revisability view, this representation can count as a belief so long as this subject would revise her view, were she to encounter relevant counter-evidence.

Second, some subject might, of necessity, lack counter-evidence for one of her views. For instance, suppose a subject has the view that nothing is both round and square. It is at least plausible that there is no actual or possible evidence which might tell against this view. The revisability view permits all such mental states (if any) into the class of belief, because subjects who hold these views never fail to revise them in response to relevant counter-evidence. That is, subjects are trivially capable of revising such states, so these states can qualify as beliefs.

I turn next to the argument for the revisability view.

2 The Argument from The Norm of Revision

The argument I offer in favor of the revisability view is the argument from the norm of revision. This argument is meant to extend in full generality to all doxastic states,
whether occurrent or dispositional, attended or unattended, unconsidered or reflectively endorsed, conscious or non-conscious, compartmentalized from other states or integrated with other states, heuristically-produced or inferentially-produced. Thus, the argument is meant to extend both to beliefs and to what are sometimes called judgments.

The argument is named after its first premise, the claim that subjects are rationally obligated to revise their beliefs in accordance with counter-evidence. Since this claim is normative, it cannot by itself illuminate the descriptive nature of belief. But combining this claim with a certain epistemic variant of the principle ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ yields an argument in favor of the revisability view. Here is the argument in full:

THE ARGUMENT FROM THE NORM OF REVISION

(1) Necessarily, if some subject believes \( p \) and has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that \( \neg p \), then that subject has a prima facie obligation of rationality to revise that belief in accordance with the evidence.
(2) Necessarily, if some subject has a prima facie obligation of rationality to revise some mental state, then that subject can, given those psychological mechanisms and skills which she already possesses, revise that mental state in the relevant way.
(3) Necessarily, if some subject believes \( p \) and has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that \( \neg p \), then that subject can, given those psychological mechanisms and skills which she already possesses, revise that belief in accordance with the evidence.

Since the argument extends to arbitrarily chosen subjects and to arbitrarily chosen beliefs, its conclusion is that for any given subject and for any of that subject’s beliefs, that subject has a certain robust psychological ability to revise that belief in response to the evidence. Specifically, that subject can revise her belief, given her current psychological mechanisms and skills. If a subject lacks this ability, then the mental state in question is not a belief, though it may be some other cognitive attitude, such as an assumption, a merely entertained thought, or a pretense.

2.1 Does This Style of Argument Prove Too Much?
Both of the argument’s premises are controversial, and I will defend each momentarily. Before doing so, it may be worth defusing a different objection, one directed at the overall style of argument. According to this objection, there must be something wrong with the argument because there are structurally similar arguments with implausible consequences. Consider, for instance, the following argument, which is similar to the argument from the norm of revision except that it is centered around a norm regulating the formation of belief, instead of the revision of belief:
THE (UNSUCCESSFUL) ARGUMENT FROM THE NORM OF FORMATION

(4) Necessarily, subjects ought to form their beliefs in response to good evidence.
(5) Necessarily, if some subject ought to form some mental state in response to good evidence, then that subject can form that mental state in response to good evidence.
(6) Necessarily, subjects can form their beliefs in response to good evidence.

The problem with this argument is that its conclusion can be combined with a certain empirically plausible view about belief formation to yield the result that humans have few or even no beliefs. The empirically plausible view to which I refer is the view—already mentioned in the paper’s introduction—that humans by default believe all or nearly all of the propositions they entertain, whether or not those propositions are supported by the evidence (Mandelbaum 2014). I am not certain whether this view is correct, but for the sake of argument, let’s suppose that it is. Let’s further suppose that this view has the implication that humans are not capable of forming beliefs in accordance with good evidence. Combining this view with the argument’s conclusion yields the implausible result that humans have no beliefs. For, if humans cannot form any of their mental states in accordance with the evidence and yet, subjects must form beliefs in this way, no human mental states will count as beliefs.

I think we should reject any view which has the consequence that humans have few or no beliefs. Thus, I accept that there is something wrong with the argument from the norm of formation. On my diagnosis, the argument is valid but unsound, because its first premise is false. The norm of formation turns out to be false precisely because it would force us to the view that humans have no or very few beliefs. Put otherwise, the so-called norm of formation is not really a norm. It is a pseudo-norm, i.e., a proposed norm which has all the initial appeal of a genuine norm but whose implications are sufficiently unacceptable that it is no norm at all.⁶

Unlike the norm of formation, the norm of revision does not have the consequence that humans have few or no beliefs. For, even if humans cannot form their views in accordance with the evidence, there is reason to think that humans can revise a very wide range of their views in accordance with the evidence. For instance, it has been shown that subjects moderate their views when they are encouraged to consider evidence which runs counter to those views (Schwind et al. 2012). In addition, the mechanism of cognitive dissonance helps to regulate a very wide range of human mental states, arguably in an evidence-responsive way (Harmon-Jones 2000, Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones 2007). Finally, there is some evidence that subjects can revise heuristically-produced judgments, or what are sometimes termed System 1 outputs, even if such outputs are not produced in a rational way and even if subjects do not tend to revise such judgments (Svedholm-Häkkinen 2015, Thompson & Johnson 2014).⁷

So, while there are defective arguments that are structurally similar to the argument from the norm of revision, this fact does not suggest that there is something defective about the argument from the norm of revision. For, if the argument from
the norm of formation is any guide, the reason these structurally similar arguments fail is that they are valid but unsound, in virtue of their reliance on pseudo-norms. In contrast, the premises in the argument from the norm of revision are both true, as I will now show.

2.2 The Norm of Revision

The first premise of the argument just is the norm of revision. It says that the subject who believes \( p \) and who has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that \( \neg p \) has a *prima facie* obligation to revise her belief in accordance with that evidence. The question of how strong evidence must be to be sufficiently strong will depend on the ultimate correct theory of how subjects ought to update their beliefs in response to evidence.

The obligation in question is *prima facie* in the sense that it can be trumped by other obligations—whether obligations of morality, prudence, or other obligations of rationality. When *prima facie* obligations are trumped, they do not cease to exist. Rather, such obligations retain their force even when they are not, all things considered, what their subject ought to do.\(^8\)

In favor of the norm of revision is that it explains several ordinary but powerful intuitions. For instance, if you believe there is fruit on your kitchen table and then, walking into the kitchen, see that the fruit bowl is empty, you should revise your belief. If you believe your child did not shoplift from a local convenience store and then view surveillance footage showing her doing just that, you should revise your belief. If you believe that Norway is a member of the E.U. and then are informed by your Norwegian friend that his home country is not part of the E.U., you should revise your belief.

The claim that in such cases you have a rational obligation to revise your beliefs is consistent with the claim that morality or prudence might recommend different courses of action. For instance, it might be that morality requires that you believe your child when she says that she did not shoplift, even if the surveillance footage says otherwise. The presence of such an overriding moral obligation would not make it the case that you no longer have a *prima facie* obligation of rationality to revise your belief. In such a case, the moral obligation merely trumps your obligation of rationality such that this obligation is not, all things considered, what you ought to do.

Importantly, the norm of revision extends in full generality to all beliefs, including non-conscious beliefs and beliefs formed on the basis of perception. Suppose you judge, on the basis of a visual experience, that two lines in a figure are of different lengths. If you should come to possess good evidence that this figure is illusory in just this respect, you should revise your belief. Or, suppose you come to believe implicitly, as the undetected effect of watching too many commercials, that drinking fruit juice is healthy. If you should come to possess good evidence that fruit juice has deleterious effects on health, you should revise your belief.

Despite the intuitive appeal of the norm of revision, there are several reasons to reject it. One reason comes from the view that if beliefs are not under voluntary control, then there are no obligations of belief. Another reason comes from the
view that norms of rationality, if any, must be action-guiding, but that no putative norms of rationality are action-guiding. I will consider and criticize each of these reasons for rejecting the norm of revision.

2.2.1 An Objection from The View That Beliefs Are Not Under Voluntary Control

The first objection to the norm of revision runs as follows: Activities governed by obligations are necessarily under voluntary control. Beliefs are not under voluntary control. So, beliefs are not governed by obligations. Hence, the norm of revision, which posits such an obligation, is false (Alston 1988).

My strategy here is to remain neutral on the question of whether beliefs are under voluntary control. Instead, I will criticize the claim that activities governed by obligations are necessarily under voluntary control. I will consider and reject two motivations for this claim.

2.2.1.1 The View That Blameworthiness Entails Voluntary Control

One reason to think that activities governed by obligations must be under voluntary control derives from a plausible view of the relation between obligation and blameworthiness. On this view, if some subject fails to carry out an all things considered obligation, then she is necessarily blameworthy for that failure. If this is right and if activities which are obligated are sometimes not under voluntary control, then there will be cases in which subjects are blameworthy for activities not under their voluntary control. This result has seemed unacceptable to many (Rusin 2010).

I will argue that we should reject the initially appealing view that subjects are blameworthy only for those activities which are under their voluntary control. In its place, I defend the view that subjects are blameworthy only for those activities which reflect on their character, i.e., on their desires, values, or cares. On this view, there can be obligations of belief even if beliefs are not under voluntary control. The reason one can be rationally blameworthy for failing in these obligations is that these failures reflect on one's rational character, i.e., on whether and how much one desires, values, or cares about epistemic goods, such as truth.

The view that subjects can be blameworthy only for those activities under their voluntary control is motivated by intuitive contrasts between cases. If you kick someone out of spite, you are blameworthy for doing so. If you kick someone merely because you are having a seizure, you are not blameworthy for doing so. One natural explanation of this difference is that the spiteful kick is under your control, whereas the seizure-driven kick is not. This suggests that one can be blameworthy for some activity only if that activity is under one’s voluntary control. Relatedly, one can be obligated to perform some activity only if that activity is under one’s voluntary control.

Though the voluntarist explanation of blameworthiness can account for the difference in the ‘kicking’ cases, the character-based view can also explain this contrast. On this view, what explains the difference in these cases is that the spiteful kick reflects poorly on one’s character—i.e., on one’s desires, values, or cares—whereas the seizure-driven kick does not. The spiteful kick suggests that one does
not care enough about others’ well-being, whereas the seizure-driven kick suggests nothing whatsoever about what one cares about.

Since both the voluntarist and character-based views of blameworthiness can explain the contrast between cases like the ‘kicking’ cases, we need some further way of adjudicating between the views. Toward this end, I will draw on the work of several theorists to argue that: there are obligations of emotion, we can be blameworthy for flouting these obligations, and these obligations exist whether or not emotions are under our voluntary control (Adams 1985; Chuard & Southwood 2009, 614–625; McHugh 2012, 87–89).\(^\text{11}\) I will then show that while the voluntarist view of blameworthiness cannot accommodate obligations of emotion, the character-based view can.

Intuitively, you should feel outrage in response to deep injustice, gratitude for undeserved kindness, and remorse when you have needlessly hurt others (Adams 1985; Card 1988; Chuard & Southwood 2009, 614–625; Hieronymi 2008, 362; McHugh 2012, 87–89). These obligations seem to concern emotions themselves, not attendant actions. Consider, for instance, the person whose friend feels no remorse for hurting her. This person might be justifiably more injured by her friend’s callousness than by her friend’s initial wrongdoing. Moreover, this person might justifiably blame her friend more for her lack of remorse than for the initial wrongdoing. Thus, her friend’s lack of remorse seems itself to be blameworthy and to itself go against what friendship requires (McHugh 2012, 87; see also Adams 1985, 4–6). If we take these intuitions at face value, then there are obligations to feel certain emotions in certain circumstances.

One way to resist the claim that there are obligations of emotion is to claim that there are merely obligations to act as though one has certain emotions. For instance, when one hurts a friend, one should act as though one is remorseful, but one need not feel remorse (Adams 1985, 4). To show that this suggestion cannot be right, consider again the wronged friend. Suppose this person were to discover that the friend who had wronged her had then proceeded to feign remorse. This person might be justifiably hurt by her friend’s failure to feel remorse, despite her friend’s efforts to act remorseful. This suggests that merely acting as though one feels remorse does not satisfy the obligation in question. One must in fact feel remorseful.

There is reason, then, to think that there are obligations of emotion, obligations which, when flouted, can result in one’s being blameworthy. At the same time, it is at least not obvious that emotions are under voluntary control. Suppose someone offers you a large financial reward to feel gratitude for a kindness shown to you by a person you have long loathed. Could you collect the money? It seems at least doubtful whether you could. In contrast, suppose someone offers you a large financial reward to raise your right hand. Could you collect the money? It seems very likely that you could.\(^\text{12}\) The difference between these cases suggests that it is at least not clear whether emotions are under voluntary control.

It might be suggested that even if emotions are not under the same sort of control which governs bodily actions, emotions can be controlled by other, indirect means. For instance, perhaps by focusing your attention on the benefits conferred
on you by your enemy’s kindness, you might coax yourself into feeling gratitude to her. However, even if this sort of indirect strategy might succeed in some cases, there are likely other cases in which it is doomed to fail. Extenuating circumstances and the psychology of the subject in question likely play a role in whether indirect manipulations will have any chance of success.

Here, then, we have two facts: First, there is the fact that there are obligations of emotion. Second, there is the fact that it is not clear whether emotions are under voluntary control. I take the combination of these facts to support the following claim: our intuition that there are obligations of emotion is not hostage to the view that emotions are under voluntary control. For if it were, given the lack of clarity about whether emotions are under voluntary control, we would not have this intuition.

My claim is the following counterfactual one: were it to turn out that emotions are not under any kind of voluntary control, and were this fact widely known, this would not diminish the conviction that subjects should feel outrage at deep injustice, gratitude for undeserved kindness, and remorse for needlessly hurting others. I take this (counterfactual) fact to be best explained by another (counterfactual) fact: there would still be obligations of emotion, even if emotions were not under voluntary control. This counterfactual claim is enough to falsify the view that one can have obligations concerning only those activities which are under one’s voluntary control. On the presumption that failing to satisfy an obligation renders one blameworthy, this result entails that one can be blameworthy for activities not under one’s voluntary control.

It is in accounting for obligations of emotion that the character-based view of blameworthiness outperforms the voluntarist view. For the character-based view can explain why emotions can be governed by obligations—obligations which, when flouted, result in blameworthiness—even if emotions are not under voluntary control. For instance, feeling remorse for hurting others reflects that one cares about others’ well-being. Feeling outrage in response to a minor slight betrays that one cares too much about one’s own respect. In this way, emotions can reflect on the moral character of a person, even if those emotions are not under that person’s voluntary control.

Once we have the character-based view of blameworthiness in hand, we are in a position to explain why one can have rational obligations concerning one’s beliefs, even if one’s beliefs are not under one’s voluntary control. This is because beliefs can reflect on one’s rational character, i.e., on whether and how much one values, desires, or cares about epistemic goods, such as truth and knowledge. For instance, it reflects positively on one’s rational character if one believes on good evidence that whether some coin will come up heads does not depend on whether that coin came up heads in the previous toss. It reflects negatively on one’s rational character if one believes on poor evidence that astrology is a good predictor of future outcomes. One can be praiseworthy for the first belief insofar as it reflects that one cares about truth or other epistemic goods. One can be blameworthy for the second belief insofar as it reveals that one cares too little about truth or other epistemic goods.
I conclude that considerations from blameworthiness do not support the view that there are no obligations of belief.

2.2.1.2 The View That ‘Ought’ Implies ‘Voluntarily Can’

I now turn to a different argument for the view that if beliefs are not under voluntary control, there are no obligations of belief. This argument runs as follows: first, ‘ought’ implies ‘can,’ i.e., if some subject ought to perform some activity, then that subject can perform that activity. Second, ‘can’ implies ‘voluntarily can,’ i.e., if some subject ought to perform some activity, then that subject can voluntarily perform that activity. So, ‘ought’ implies ‘voluntarily can.’ If this is right, and if beliefs are not under voluntary control, then there are no obligations of belief. Hence, the norm of revision, which posits such an obligation, is false.

I reject the argument’s second premise, the claim that ‘can’ entails ‘voluntarily can.’ As both Conor McHugh and the team of Philippe Chuard and Nicholas Southwood have argued, it is a mistake to think that if some subject can perform some activity, then that subject can voluntarily perform that activity (Chuard & Southwood 2009, 614–625; McHugh 2012, 86–93). Subjects can do all sorts of things not under their voluntary control. They can sneeze and can hiccup. They can fall asleep and can dream. They can hear sounds out their window and can see objects in their line of sight. They can tell whether an animal before them is a dog or a cat. They can understand spoken language. Though all of these are things subjects can do, none of these are things subjects voluntarily do. So, ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ does not support the view that if beliefs are not under voluntary control, then there are no obligations of belief.

2.2.2. An Objection from the View that Obligations Must Guide Action

Recent work by Kathrin Glüer and Åsa Wikforss suggests a different argument against the norm of revision and against norms of rationality more broadly. This argument runs as follows: norms are necessarily action-guiding. So, if there are norms of rationality, then subjects must sometimes revise their beliefs in a way that is guided by those norms and not merely in conformity with them. But, it is implausible that subjects are ever guided by such norms, even when their beliefs do conform to them. So, it is implausible that there are norms of rationality (Glüer & Wikforss 2013a).

I reject the argument’s first premise, the claim that norms of rationality, if any, must guide action. On the face of it, this might seem like a strange move. For what would be the point of positing such norms if they do not—perhaps, could not—guide action? This is a large and fraught question about the nature of normativity and not one I could hope to settle here. But to briefly sketch my own view: even though norms of rationality are not action-guiding, they earn their keep in other ways. For instance, they serve as a useful theoretical tool for making sense of rational blameworthiness. What it is to say that someone is rationally blameworthy is to say that she fails to conform to some all things considered norm of rationality. Such an explanation can both clarify the nature of rational blameworthiness and help us identify novel instances of its kind. On this view, a norm is a measuring
tape, not a whip. Thus, even if it should turn out that the (putative) norm of revision is not action-guiding, this would not be a reason to deny that this norm exists.

In this section, I have considered two objections to the norm of revision and have argued that neither succeeds. In light of this result, and in light of the intuitions which motivate the norm of revision, I conclude that we should accept this norm.

I turn to defending the argument’s second premise.

2.3 Epistemic ‘Ought’ Implies A Robust Psychological ‘Can’

In this section, I make two separable claims: First, I defend the argument’s second premise, which is a variant of ‘ought’ implies ‘can,’ one on which one’s rational obligations are constrained by one’s current psychological mechanisms and skills. Second, I argue against a different version of ‘ought’ implies ‘can,’ one on which one’s rational obligations are constrained by one’s current mental states. The latter result will be useful in defending the preferred variant of ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ from a certain objection.

Here again is the argument’s second premise:

\[
\text{Necessarily, if some subject has a \textit{prima facie} obligation of rationality to revise some mental state, then that subject can, given those psychological mechanisms and skills which she already possesses, revise that mental state in the relevant way.}
\]

As argued in the previous section, a subject might be able to revise a mental state even if she cannot voluntarily revise that mental state. Likewise, a subject might be able to fall asleep or recognize her loved ones on sight, even if she cannot do those things voluntarily.

Psychological mechanisms and skills include both idiosyncratic and more widely held capabilities. They also span the divide between innate and learned traits. Examples include: the ability to empathize with others, the ability to read Mandarin, the ability to do calculus, the ability to discriminate between heard pitches, the ability to see movement, and the ability to resolve dissonant attitudes in the direction of greater mutual coherence.

For our purposes, it will suffice to analyze psychological mechanisms and skills in terms of counterfactual behavior. On this view, in order for a subject to count as possessing some psychological mechanism or skill, she must exhibit whatever trait or activity exemplifies that mechanism or skill in some range of those counterfactual circumstances in which her overall psychology is similar to its current state. For instance, in order for a subject to count as able to read Mandarin, she must correctly interpret Mandarin in some range of those counterfactual circumstances in which her overall psychology is similar to its current state. It is not enough for this subject to count as able to read Mandarin that she might, by some freak coincidence, offer a correct translation of a Mandarin text. This ‘fluke-ish’ behavior is not exhibited in a sufficiently wide range of counterfactual circumstances to count as an ability. Likewise, it is not enough for some subject to count as able to read Mandarin that
she might take some courses and thereby come to read the language. Counterfactual circumstances in which this subject has undergone substantial training in Mandarin are also ones in which that subject’s psychology is quite different from its present state and so, such circumstances are irrelevant to the question of whether this subject is currently able to read the language.\(^\text{18}\)

Psychological mechanisms and skills form a natural contrast with mental states, such as thoughts, moods, desires, sensations, and perceptual experiences. (This difference will be important shortly). The belief that it is raining out is neither a mechanism nor a skill, though it may be produced by or governed by mechanisms or skills. The same can be said of a feeling of exuberance, a searing pain in one’s leg, a desire for pistachio ice cream, or a distracted mood. This ostensive characterization of mechanisms and skills, on the one hand, and of mental states, on the other, is sufficient for our purposes.

The relevant ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ principle is motivated by intuitions about certain cases. For instance, someone who is fluent in English but who has no grasp of Mandarin cannot be rationally required to revise her inaccurate belief about what some text means just by looking at its Mandarin translation. In certain circumstances, someone who reads Mandarin fluently might be so required. Likewise, someone who lacks the ability to identify pitches by their sound cannot be rationally required to revise her belief about which key a certain song is in. Someone who has perfect pitch might be so required.

Reflection on these cases suggests that rational obligation is constrained by one’s current abilities, not (merely) by those abilities one might acquire. For, if rational obligation were constrained merely by those obligations one might acquire, the person who doesn’t read Mandarin might be rationally required to revise her belief about a Mandarin-encoded text. For, this person might learn Mandarin and so, Mandarin is among those abilities she might acquire.

The question arises: why aren’t non-readers of Mandarin rationally required to revise their assessments on the basis of Mandarin-encoded information, whereas their Mandarin-fluent peers might be so required? And why aren’t those who lack perfect pitch rationally required to revise their beliefs about which key a song is in, when those of their peers who are blessed with perfect pitch might be so required? If we accept (2) and accept that rational obligations are constrained by current psychological ability, we enjoy a straightforward explanation of these asymmetries: They are explained by differences in the relevant subjects’ current psychological abilities.

It might be tempting to offer a different explanation of the contrasts in the ‘Mandarin’ and ‘perfect pitch’ cases. On this explanation, the reason (say) a Mandarin reader might be required to revise her beliefs in response to Mandarin-encoded information, whereas her non-Mandarin counterpart will not be so required, is due to differences in evidence, not due to differences in abilities \textit{per se}. For the Mandarin reader is in possession of evidence which her non-Mandarin-reading counterpart lacks, and perhaps this difference alone explains their different rational requirements.
While it is true that the contrast in (say) the ‘Mandarin’ cases might be explained by differences in evidence, consideration of a different case breaks the tie between the evidence-based explanation and the ‘ought’-implies-‘can’-based explanation of such contrasts. Suppose a subject is in the middle of a long mathematical proof. She has, in some sense, all of the evidence she needs to reach some very difficult conclusion. However, she is working at the absolute limit of her cognitive processing capacity and cannot, psychologically speaking, draw the relevant conclusion. It seems to me that this subject is not rationally obligated to draw this conclusion, even though she is in possession of the relevant evidence. The claim that rational obligation is constrained by psychological ability can explain this result, whereas evidence-based considerations cannot.19 Thus, the view that rational obligation is constrained by psychological ability is the only explanation which can account for all of the cases considered.

So far, I’ve argued that a subject’s rational obligations are constrained by that subject’s current repertoire of psychological mechanisms and skills. The question arises whether a subject’s rational obligations are also constrained by that subject’s current mental states. That is, if you have some mental state which renders you unable to revise some belief, might you nevertheless be rationally obligated to revise that belief? I find that you might. Suppose that you incorrectly believe that $8 \times 6 = 46$. While splitting a bill, you rely on this belief and, as a result, come to an inaccurate view about how the bill should be split. The question is, rationally speaking, are you required to revise your belief about how the bill should be split? Let’s suppose that, holding fixed your belief that $8 \times 6 = 46$, you cannot revise your belief about the bill. It seems to me that you are rationally required to revise your belief, your troublesome belief notwithstanding.

Or, to take another case, suppose that you are a juror in a criminal trial, one in which the evidence suggests that the defendant is innocent of the crime of which he is accused. You find the defendant to be a repugnant person and develop a strong dislike of him. As a result of your antipathy, you focus on the most incriminating evidence against him, resulting in a belief that the defendant is guilty. Rationally speaking, should you revise your belief? It seems to me that you should, even if, holding fixed your antipathy for the defendant, you cannot revise your belief.

From the preceding cases, I conclude that you can be rationally required to revise a certain belief even if, holding fixed your other mental states, you are not able to revise that belief. Thus, while rational obligation is constrained by one’s current psychological abilities and mechanisms, rational obligation is not constrained by one’s current mental states.

Once it is clear that the proposed version of ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ does not extend to the view that rational obligations are constrained by one’s current mental states, it is possible to defend the proposed version against a natural objection, one Sharon Ryan articulates as follows: Suppose you have a much-loved friend who is accused of stealing from you. You believe your friend to be innocent, despite the overwhelming evidence against her. You believe your friend to be innocent, despite the overwhelming evidence against her. In fact, your affection for your friend is so strong that you are psychologically incapable of revising your belief in your friend’s
innocence. According to Ryan, you are rationally obligated to revise your belief in light of the evidence, even if you are psychologically incapable of doing so. Ryan takes this case to refute the claim that epistemic ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ (Ryan 2003, 59).

While Ryan’s case threatens traditional versions of ‘ought’ implies ‘can,’ it leaves unscathed the variant I have proposed. For presumably, what explains your inability to revise your belief in your friend's innocence is your affection for your friend. But affection is a mental state, not a psychological mechanism or skill. On the variant of ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ proposed, rational obligation is constrained by one’s current psychological mechanisms and skills, but not by one’s current mental states. So, it is not a counter-example to the proposed version of the principle that you might have a rational obligation which your affection for your friend renders you unable to fulfill.

I have been supposing a certain understanding of Ryan’s case, one on which what explains your inability to revise your belief is your affection for your friend. I am supposing, in other words, that were you to lose that affection, you would revise your belief. If this is not the right interpretation of the case—if the persistence of your belief is not explained by your affection for your friend but is rather explained by your lacking certain psychological mechanisms—then the proposed form of ‘ought’ implies ‘can’ does entail that in this case, you are not rationally obligated to revise your belief. But in this version of the case, this strikes me as the right result. For if your current repertoire of psychological mechanisms and skills precludes you from revising your belief, it is implausible that you might be rationally obligated to do so. Likewise, it is implausible that the person who cannot read Mandarin might be rationally obligated to revise one of her beliefs in response to a Mandarin text.20

2.4 The Argument Completed

The conclusion of the argument is that subjects necessarily have a certain robust psychological ability to revise their beliefs in accordance with relevant counter-evidence. Specifically, subjects are necessarily able to revise their beliefs, given those psychological mechanisms and skills which they already possess. Notably, the claim that subjects are necessarily able to revise their beliefs does not entail that subjects can voluntarily revise their beliefs.

3 An Objection to the Revisability View: Idée Fixes

One natural objection to the revisability view is that the view is too strong. For the revisability view entails that some mental states which we might have thought were beliefs are not beliefs. Specifically, if a subject cannot revise one of her views in the relevant way, then that view is not a belief, even if that subject sincerely endorses that view, relies on it in a wide range of actions, and exploits it as a premise in a wide range of inferences.

For instance, consider the following case: Sheryl forms the view that her neighborhood’s farmer’s market takes place on Fridays. She forms this view in response to excellent evidence. But some point after forming this view, Sheryl suffers a
minor brain lesion which leaves her cognitive faculties entirely intact except for the curious result that she cannot revise her view about the farmer's market. She sees flyers advertising that the market has been rescheduled for Sundays, her friends repeatedly tell her the market is now on Sundays, she even visits the farmer's market on Sundays (quite by accident, since she doesn’t anticipate its being held then), but she simply cannot relinquish her view that the market is held on Fridays. She tells anyone who asks that the market is on Fridays. She shows up at the usual spot every Friday, bags and shopping list in tow. She relies on this claim as a premise in a wide range of inferences, such as: The market is on Fridays. Today is Friday. So, the market is today. The lesion has transformed Sheryl's prosaic belief into an idée fixe. According to the revisability view, Sheryl's idée fixe is not a belief, even though it was formed in response to good evidence. It must instead be some other cognitive attitude, such as an entertained thought, an assumption, or a non-doxastic pretense.

The fact that the revisability view excludes idées fixes from the class of belief might suggest that the view is too strong. After all, Sheryl sincerely endorses her view about the farmer's market, is guided by it, and relies on it in a wide range of inferences. Since the revisability view excludes mental states like Sheryl's from the class of belief, perhaps we should reject the revisability view in favor of the following view:

THE ANTI-REVISABILITY VIEW OF BELIEF

There exists at least some subject such that: that subject has some belief p and has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that not-p, and that subject is not able, given the psychological mechanisms and skills she already possesses, to revise that belief in accordance with the evidence.

In this section, I defend the result that idées fixes are not beliefs. To do this, I first cast doubt on the general theory which I take to support the intuition that idées fixes are beliefs. This theory says that if a subject sincerely endorses p, is guided in her actions by p, and relies on p as a premise in a wide range of inferences, then that subject necessarily believes p. Put otherwise, sincere assertion, action guidance, and inferential promiscuity are jointly sufficient for belief. I will suggest reasons to doubt that these traits are either individually or jointly sufficient for belief. To be clear, I do not take these considerations alone to refute this theory. Rather, my aim is the more modest one of undermining the theory. Once the theory is in doubt, I then appeal to the motivations for the revisability view to argue that, on balance, we should reject the view that idées fixes are beliefs.

First, consider sincere assertion. Perhaps as a general rule, if some subject sincerely asserts p, then that subject believes p. But, as multiple theorists have argued, this rule seems to have exceptions, most famously in cases of self-deception. Consider the subject who believes that his husband is cheating on him but who also vociferously denies—both to himself and others—that this is the case. Such a subject might sincerely assert that his husband is faithful, while nevertheless exhibiting behavior that is consistent with his belief, such as feeling sad when his husband calls yet again to say that he will be working late or asking his husband more questions than usual about his whereabouts. This sort of case should at least raise doubts
about whether the fact that someone sincerely asserts $p$ guarantees that that person believes $p$ (Cohen 1992, 68–73; Mandelbaum 2014, 79–81).

Second, consider action guidance. Perhaps as a general rule, if some subject is guided in her actions by $p$, then that subject believes $p$. But this rule too seems to have exceptions. For mental states other than beliefs, such as pretenses, can also guide action (Gendler 2007, 2008; Velleman 2000). For instance, suppose you are pretending to be an elephant. You might wave your arm in a trunk-like fashion and walk clumsily and slowly. You needn’t believe you are an elephant in order for your pretense to govern your actions in this way (Velleman 2000).

In response to the suggestion that pretenses guide action in the same way that beliefs do, it might be replied that pretenses only guide action in a narrow range of contexts, whereas beliefs guide action in a wide range of contexts. While this is an apt reply to cases like the ‘elephant’ case, the point does not succeed against chronic, far-reaching fantasies, of the sort which plausibly do guide actions across a wide range of circumstances (I will describe such a case shortly and will argue that there is at least some reason to think that the fantasy in question is not a belief.)

Third, consider inferential promiscuity, which is availability as a premise in a wide range of inferences. Perhaps as a general rule, if some subject relies on $p$ in a wide range of inferences, then that subject believes $p$. However, this rule seems to have exceptions. Specifically, suppositions can also be used as a premise in a wide range of inferences, even when those suppositions are not believed.

Consider the geometry student tasked with proving that no triangle has four sides. To do this, the student might suppose, for the sake of proving otherwise, that there is a triangle which has four sides and then attempt to generate a contradiction from this supposition. We might say that this student ‘hypothetically adds to her stock of beliefs’ that there is a triangle which has four sides. But whatever it is to hypothetically add to one’s stock of beliefs that there is a triangle which has four sides, it is not to believe that there is a triangle that has four sides. It is to suppose it or merely entertain it.

One objection to the view that suppositions are inferentially promiscuous comes from the claim that suppositions cannot contribute to a wide range of psychological inferences, whereas beliefs can. For, the objection goes, while suppositions might figure in inferences involving reductio, suppositions do not figure in other sorts of inferences.

Though initially attractive, we should reject the claim that suppositions figure only in a restricted range of inferences. The grain of truth in this claim is that we ordinarily do not make suppositions just for the sake of drawing out their entailments. However, we can do this, as we often do in logic and philosophy (and, one might argue, mathematics). For, suppositions have at least as much inferential power as beliefs. Whatever can be believed can be supposed. And whatever inference can be drawn from a set of beliefs can be drawn from a relevantly similar set of suppositions. For instance, I can believe $p$ and believe if $p$, then $q$ and thereby come to believe $q$. Likewise, I can suppose $p$ and suppose if $p$, then $q$ and thereby come to suppose $q$.
While it is false that suppositions are not inferentially promiscuous, there is a different trait, one in the vicinity of inferential promiscuity, which likely holds of beliefs but not of suppositions. This is the trait of being usable as a premise in a wide range of psychological inferences, whose conclusions are believed (and not merely supposed). While beliefs likely have this trait, suppositions probably do not, since the conclusions of inferences involving suppositions are usually supposed, not believed. For instance, if you suppose, for the sake of argument if cheese is blue, then Argentina is in Europe, and you also suppose cheese is blue, then you might come to suppose Argentina is in Europe, but you probably will not believe that Argentina is in Europe.

Thus, one might suggest the following sufficient condition on belief: If some mental state can serve in a wide range of inferences, whose conclusions are believed, then that state is a belief. This criterion is quite attractive. But notice that it does not suggest a reason to think that idées fixes are beliefs. For while it is clear that subjects can rely on idées fixes in inferences, it is not clear whether these subjects believe the conclusions of such inferences. It seems at least as likely that such subjects merely suppose the conclusions of such inferences or represent them in some other non-doxastic way.

Suppose, for instance, that Sheryl puts her idées fixe to use in the following inference: The farmer’s market is on Fridays. Friday is the day after Thursday. The farmer’s market is the day after Thursday. Does Sheryl believe that the farmer’s market takes place the day after Thursday? Or does she merely hold this view in a non-doxastic way, connected as it is to her idées fixe? I think the answer is at least unclear. Further, it seems plausible that in order to settle this question, we must settle the question of whether Sheryl’s idées fixe is a belief. But of course, what we were looking for was some independent way to settle whether Sheryl’s idées fixe is a belief. Thus, the new proposed condition on belief does not seem particularly useful as a means of determining whether idées fixes are beliefs, even if this condition is sufficient for belief.

So far, I’ve attempted to cast doubt on the view that sincere assertion, action guidance, and inferential promiscuity are individually sufficient for belief. However, it might be claimed that even if these traits do not individually suffice for belief, they jointly suffice for belief. On this view, any mental state which has all three traits is necessarily a belief, whether or not that state is revisable.

Perhaps as a general rule, if some subject sincerely endorses $p$, is guided in her actions by $p$, and relies on $p$ in a wide range of inferences, then that subject believes $p$. But there are reasons to think this rule has exceptions.

Consider Carolyn, the teenaged protagonist of the novel Uncle Vampire. Carolyn develops a detailed and chronic fantasy that her uncle is a vampire. Carolyn sincerely endorses this fantasy, acts on it in a wide variety of circumstances, and relies on it in a wide range of inferences. The fantasy plays a pervasive and important role in her life. This fantasy becomes more intelligible when, in a moment of extreme distress, Carolyn reveals to a therapist that her uncle regularly molests her. It becomes clear that Carolyn’s fantasy is some part of an attempt to deal with a traumatic reality (Grant 2015).
The question is, does Carolyn believe that her uncle is a vampire, or does her view take another form? Is it, for instance, a non-doXastic pretense? There are at least two reasons to think that Carolyn does not believe that her uncle is a vampire. First, apart from her ‘vampire’ fantasy, Carolyn is a bright and sociable American teenager. While it is certainly possible that Carolyn believes that vampires exist, it seems at least unlikely that a person of Carolyn’s developmental age and cultural context should harbor such a belief.

Second, on at least one way we might understand Carolyn’s psychology, her ‘vampire’ fantasy is both in conflict with one of her other beliefs and sustained by the very belief with which it is in conflict. For, Carolyn’s fantasy represents that her uncle is a vampire (and not a molester), and Carolyn believes that her uncle is a molester. At the same time, Carolyn’s belief that her uncle is a molester is presumably the cause of her fantasy. For her fantasy is most naturally understood as an attempt to cope with what she believes to be the case.23

While there is reason to think that beliefs can and do conflict, it is hard to think of another case in which some belief is sustained by the very belief with which it is in conflict. Consider other plausible instances of conflicting belief.24 Perhaps you believe that if you don’t say ‘cancer’ out loud, your partner’s biopsy will come back cancer-free, even whilst believing that there is no connection between your saying ‘cancer’ and your partner’s having cancer (Huddleston 2012). Or, perhaps you believe that there is no external world, having convinced yourself by philosophical argument of this result, whilst also believing—because you cannot help it—that an external world exists.25 In neither of these cases does one of the conflicting beliefs cause or sustain the very belief with which it is in conflict. Moreover, it would be surprising if this were the case. For instance, it would be surprising if your belief that there is no external world should somehow cause or sustain your belief that an external world exists.

It would be unprecedented, then—not to mention odd—for a belief to be sustained by the very belief with which it is in conflict. Since Carolyn’s fantasy would have to be a belief of just this kind, we should be at least doubtful of the suggestion that Carolyn’s fantasy is a belief. It is more natural to think that Carolyn’s fantasy is a non-doXastic pretense, one which is far-reaching and chronic. If this is right, then Carolyn’s fantasy is a counter-example to the view that sincere assertion, action guidance, and inferential promiscuity are jointly sufficient for belief.

I conclude that there are reasons to doubt that sincere assertion, action guidance, and inferential promiscuity are jointly sufficient for belief. So, the fact that idées fixes have these traits is not a probative reason to think that such states are beliefs. Moreover, the considerations which motivate the revisability view constitute a reason to think idées fixes are not beliefs.

Consider again Sheryl’s idée fixe that the farmer’s market is on Fridays. The following two claims—which are instances of the first two premises of the argument from the norm of revision—cannot simultaneously be true of Sheryl:

(7) Necessarily, if Sheryl believes the farmer’s market is on Fridays and has sufficiently strong, undefeated evidence that the farmer’s market is not on Fridays,
then Sheryl has a prima facie obligation of rationality to revise that belief in accordance with that evidence.

(8) Necessarily, if Sheryl has a prima facie obligation of rationality to revise some mental state, then Sheryl can, given those psychological mechanisms and skills which she already possesses, revise that mental state in the required way.

Sheryl has good evidence that the farmer’s market is not on Fridays. So, if her view is a belief, then, given (7), she is at least prima facie rationally obligated to revise her view. But, if Sheryl has an obligation to revise her view, then, given (8), she must be psychologically capable of revising that view. But, by stipulation, Sheryl lacks this capacity. So, (7) and (8) cannot both be true of Sheryl. However, as I argued in §2, we should accept both of the general principles of which (7) and (8) are instances. So, we have some reason to think that Sheryl’s idée fixe is not a belief.

Here, then, are two major results about idée fixes: First, while idée fixes have traits which are also common to beliefs, there are reasons to doubt that such traits are sufficient for belief. Second, the considerations which ground the revisability view provide a reason to think that idées fixes are not beliefs. I conclude that, on balance, we should reject the view that idées fixes are beliefs. We should posit instead that these states are suppositions, merely entertained thoughts, or non- doxastic pretenses.

4 Summary

I have defended the view that subjects necessarily have a certain robust psychological capacity to revise their beliefs in response to counter-evidence. The argument for this view draws both on a certain norm of rationality and on a variant of ‘ought’ implies ‘can.’ The resulting view permits a wide range of mental states into the class of belief, including at least some irrational states and at least some states which are never contravened by evidence. At the same time, the view has the surprising consequence that idées fixes are not beliefs. While this result is initially counter-intuitive, I have argued that, on balance, we should welcome it.
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26 For discussions on this paper, I am indebted to: Martin Abreu Zavaleta, Tom Avery, Michael Bishop, Ned Block, Rosa Cao, David Chalmers, Jeremy Dolan, Daniela Dover, Gabriele Ferretti, Johann Frick, Jane Friedman, Karen Frost-Arnold, Kris Goffin, Laura Gow, Rob Hopkins, Zoe Jenkin, Kyle Landrum, Harvey Lederman, Andrew Lee, Philippe Luuson, Eric Mandelbaum, Conor McHugh, Lisa Miracchi, Bence Nanay, Sam Preston, Jake Quilty-Dunn, Pietro Snider, Maarten Steenhagen, Michael Strevens, Margot Strohminger, Neil Van Leeuwen, Nikolai Viedge, and Nick Young, as well as audiences at: the 2015 Minds Online Conference, New York University, and the University of Nebraska—Lincoln. Special thanks to two anonymous referees.
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